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2017 CLICK IT OR TICKET 

BORDER 2 BORDER  

SEAT BELT MOBILIZATION 

The Click It or Ticket seat belt mobilization will take place May 22 - 

June 4, 2017 and needs your participation to be a success. To kick off 

this year’s campaign and to raise awareness throughout the region, the 

State of New Jersey, in partnership with New York, Pennsylvania, 

NHTSA Region 2, and other states up and down the east coast, will 

hold special targeted seat belt enforcement details between the hours of 

4 pm - 8 pm on May 22, 2017, the first day of the Click It or Ticket 
campaign.  

This program is specifically targeting the border crossings between 

New Jersey and New York and between New Jersey and Pennsylvania, 

including the major bridges and tunnels, so please direct your overtime 

activities in those areas, if applicable. Although, participation from 

every police department is requested. The effort this year focuses on 

nighttime belt enforcement as NHTSA statistics show that unbelted 

fatalities are more prevalent during the evening hours.  

So please join thousands of law enforcement officers, State and local 

safety advocates, and the National Highway Traffic Safety 

Administration in this year's campaign. Together we can influence 

occupant safety and reduce seat belt fatalities.  

 

 

    
 

 

NJ DIVISION OF 
HIGHWAY TRAFFIC 

SAFETY 

The mission of the Division of 
Highway Traffic Safety is the 
Safe Passage of all roadway 
users in New Jersey as we 
move toward zero fatalities. 
To achieve our mission, the 
Division promotes statewide 
traffic safety programs 
through education, 
engineering and enforcement 
activities  

  
 

NEW JERSEY 
LAW ENFORCEMENT 

LIAISON NEWSLETTER 



Want To Reduce Crime and Crashes in Your 
Community? 

Ask Me About DDACTS  

(Data Driven Approach to Crime and Traffic Safety)  

Data-Driven Approaches to Crime and Traffic Safety is a law 
enforcement model that integrates community-based 
collaboration with analysis of location-based crime and traffic 
crash data to determine how to effectively deploy law 
enforcement and other resources.  

Drawing on the deterrent value of highly visible traffic 
enforcement and the knowledge that crimes often involve 
motor vehicles, the goal of DDACTS is to reduce crime, crashes, 
and traffic violations, improving the quality of life in every 
community.  

Using geo-mapping to identify “hot spots” – areas of high 
incidence of crimes and crashes – DDACTS uses targeted 
traffic enforcement strategies that play dual roles by 
simultaneously fighting crime and reducing crashes and traffic 
violations.  
 

The DDACTS Operational Guidelines describe seven 
guiding principles for successful implementation.   

The DDACTS Implementation Workshop, a 16-hour 
intensive workshop designed for law enforcement agencies 
interested in adopting the DDACTS model, provides focused 
technical assistance by guiding participants on the theories and 
applications behind each of the seven DDACTS guiding 
principles, identifying key roles within their agency and 
neighborhoods, and developing a DDACTS Implementation 
Action Plan to achieve outcomes. 

 
To inquire about participating in a free Workshop near you, 
please contact NHTSA Region 2 Law Enforcement Liaison  
Michael Morris (mmorris@njsacop.org) or New Jersey Division 
of Highway Traffic Safety Law Enforcement Liaison Paul 
Kaminsky (pkaminsky@njsacop.org). 
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               Pedestrian Safety      

            

There are many different preferences when it comes to 
transportation, but there's one that all road users share - everyone 
is a pedestrian. Unfortunately, being a pedestrian can be deadly: in 
2014, there were 4,884 pedestrians killed and an estimated 65,000 
injured in traffic crashes. On average, a pedestrian is killed every 2 
hours and injured every 8 minutes.  

Safety Tips for Pedestrians: 

• Walk on a sidewalk or path when one is available. 
• Stay alert; don’t be distracted by electronic devices.  
• Never assume a driver sees you (he or she could be distracted, under                    

 the influence of alcohol and/or drugs, or just not see you). Make eye 
 contact with drivers as they approach. 

• Be predictable. Cross streets at crosswalks or intersections when 
 possible. This is where drivers expect pedestrians. 

• Be visible. Wear bright clothing during the day, and wear reflective 
 materials or use a flashlight at night. 

• Avoid alcohol and drugs when walking; they impair your judgment 
 and coordination. 

Safety Tips for Drivers: 

• Look for pedestrians everywhere. Pedestrians may not be walking 
 where they should be or may be hard to see—especially in poor lit 
 conditions, including dusk/dawn/night and poor weather. 

• Always stop for pedestrians in the crosswalk or where pedestrian 
 crosswalk signs are posted. 

• Never pass vehicles stopped at a crosswalk. They may be stopped to 
 allow pedestrians to cross the street. 

• Slowdown and look for pedestrians. Be prepared to stop when 
 turning or otherwise entering a crosswalk. 

• Stay focused and slow down where children may be present. 
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May 5th - Cinco De Mayo has become a big night out for many, 
particularly among young adults. But it is also a very dangerous 
night out because of alcohol-impaired drivers. Those celebrating 
should be sure to designate their sober driver in advance - before 
the festivities begin.  

 

Share The Road with Motorcycles    
 
During Motorcycle Safety Awareness Month in May - and during 
the rest of the year - drivers of all other vehicles and all road users 
are reminded to safely "share the road" with motorcyclists, and to 
be extra alert to help keep motorcyclists safe.   

A couple of safety tips to follow: 

Increase driving distance if you find yourself behind a motorcycle 

Look before you turn – Check your blind spots often 

Don’t rely on brake lights motorcycles can downshift to slow down 

Unfortunately - Watch out for riders not following the rules 

 

Remember: School Bus Safety 

School buses are the safest way for children to get to and from 
school. Their design is meant to be safer than any passenger vehicle 
in avoiding crashes and preventing injuries. Teaching children to 
follow safety rules on the bus is just as important as informing 
drivers about the laws regarding school buses. As warmer weather 
approaches it is a good time to remind residents to be alert and 
slow down near bus stops and school zones.  
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May is also Bicycle Safety Month!  

 
Each year, bicyclists are killed or injured in New Jersey due to 
bicycle crashes. Many bicycle deaths result from bicycle-motor 
vehicle collisions. However, injuries can happen anywhere, 
including parks, bike paths and driveways, and often do not 
involve motor vehicles. Remember to:  

Obey all traffic laws, wear an approved helmet, and make 
sure your bike fits you and that its in good working order.  

 

What is High- Visibility Enforcement?  

High-Visibility Enforcement (HVE) is a universal traffic safety 

approach designed to create deterrence and change unlawful traffic 

behaviors.  It combines highly visible law enforcement targeting a 

specific traffic safety issue (impaired driving, seat belts, speeding, 

etc.); visibility elements; and a publicity strategy.  

PUBLICITY – Tell the Public the Law is Being Enforced  

Press Events, Press Releases, News Stories, Letters to the Editor 

Social Media, Billboards, Posters, Brochures, Education Materials.  

VISIBILITY - Show the Public the Law is Being Enforced  

Portable Signage, Specially Marked Squads, Specially Marked 

Vests, BAT (Breath Alcohol Testing) Mobiles, Command Posts, 

Electronic Message Signs   

ENFORCEMENT  – Ensure the Public Sees High Levels of 
Enforcement Activity 
 

Highly Active, Highly Visible, Data-Driven Locations, Data –

Driven Violations, Multi Jurisdiction Involvement.  

See the HVE - How-To Toolkit at www.nhtsa.gov 

 

Contact Information 

Chief Paul A. Kaminsky, Ret. 

Law Enforcement Liaison 

NJSACOP / NJDHTS  

pkaminsky@njsacop.org 

C-(908) 328-2227 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Please Visit the Traffic 
Safety Tab on our website 
at www.njsacop.org for 
additional traffic 
resources and various 
traffic safety information. 
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